Ten simple rules for predictive modeling of individual differences in neuroimaging
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ABSTRACT

Establishing brain-behavior associations that map brain organization to phenotypic measures and generalize to novel individuals remains a challenge in neuroimaging. Predictive modeling approaches that define and validate models with independent datasets offer a solution to this problem. While these methods can detect novel and generalizable brain-behavior associations, they can be daunting, which has limited their use by the wider connectivity community. Here, we offer practical advice and examples based on functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) functional connectivity data for implementing these approaches. We hope these ten rules will increase the use of predictive models with neuroimaging data.

1. Introduction

A primary goal of neuroimaging research is to associate brain organization with individual phenotypes. Although thousands of research papers have modeled brain-behavior associations, these models tend to be explanatory. Unfortunately, because the goal of an explanatory analysis is to identify neuroimaging measures related to phenotypic measures, such analyses often do not generalize to novel individuals and have inadequate clinical utility (Rosenberg et al., 2018). To address this limitation, researchers are beginning to build predictive models that predict individual differences in phenotypes from neuroimaging data. Because models are defined and validated with independent data, they promise to improve our ability to uncover generalizable brain-behavior associations. Yet, like any method, predictive modeling has its own set of limitations and considerations that may be unfamiliar to the wider neuroimaging community.

We present “ten simple rules” for applying predictive modeling to brain connectivity data. These rules explain common issues aimed at both novice and experienced users of predictive models with the hope of encouraging more researchers to use these approaches. These rules are general and apply to most neuroimaging studies employing predictive modeling, independent of the exact algorithm used. Similarly, while the examples we provide are based on functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) connectivity data, the same concepts apply to other types of data, such as task activation or structural connectivity data. The paper is organized as follows. First, we present a brief overview of a typical predictive modeling study. Table 1 lists definitions for key terms used throughout this manuscript. Next, we present ten rules for using predictive models, listed in Table 2 with key references, divided into three sections: Validating predictive models with independent data: why and how?, Measuring model performance, and Accounting for confounds and interpreting results. Finally, we offer some limitations and concluding remarks.
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2. Conceptual overview: a predictive modeling study with fMRI data

In the context of neuroimaging, the goal of predictive modeling is typically to estimate a state or trait (phenotypic) characteristic of an individual from their neuroimaging data (e.g., a connectivity matrix). To do this, most studies follow the same template for analysis (see Fig. 1 for a workflow). First, neuroimaging data and associated phenotypic data (which may be binary, such as group membership, or continuous, such as IQ or symptom) from either a single or multiple datasets are separated into independent training data and testing data. Next, the training data are submitted to a predictive modeling algorithm. Using only the training data, the chosen algorithm selects the most relevant features from the data, and summarizes these features to produce a mathematical function, or model, that maps high dimensional neuroimaging data onto low dimensional phenotypic data. The model is then applied to previously unseen testing data to predict a phenotypic measure from each individual's neuroimaging data. Depending on the model validation strategy, the process may be repeated multiple times for different combinations of training and testing data. Finally, the model's performance is evaluated by comparing the predicted phenotypic measure against the actual phenotypic measure. In other words, the training data is used to define the model, while the testing data is used to evaluate its performance, or predictive power. Many different algorithms can be used to build predictive models from brain data, including support vector machines/regression (SVM/R), partial least squares regression (PLSR), neural networks, penalized regression (e.g., ridge, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator [LASSO], and elastic net), and random forests. Given the generality of the preceding template to the choice of algorithm—for simplicity—the ten rules below will be based on this template for predictive modeling.

3. Validating predictive models with independent data: why and how?

A fundamental feature of predictive modeling—and one to which we will repeatedly return—is that models are trained in one sample and...
tested in another sample that was not used to build the model. In this section, we explore the need for, consequences of, and methods for keeping the training and testing data independent.

3.1. Rule #1: use out-of-sample prediction to generate more accurate and generalizable models

Explanatory models have populated the literature with exciting associations between brain and phenotypic measures, but these findings often do not generalize to other samples. In contrast, a common concern about predictive modeling in human neuroscience is that resulting models often seem to explain disappointingly little of the variance in the predicted measure, particularly when compared to results derived from explanatory models. Two primary causes of this phenomenon are overfitting and small sample sizes.

Overfitting, or “the tendency for statistical models to mistakenly fit sample-specific noise as if it were signal” (Yarkoni and Westfall, 2017), yields models that fail to generalize and that have high performance variance. By selecting for models that yield significant effects, effect size estimates for overfit models will be inflated. This is particularly relevant in human neuroimaging analyses, as the number of predictors (e.g., voxels, functional connections) is usually far greater than the number of observations (e.g., individuals; Whelan and Garavan, 2014). In contrast to explanatory models that use all available data to generate a model, predictive models attempt to detect overfitting by validating the model on novel individuals with strict separation of the training and testing data (see Rules #2, #3, #4, and #7). Nevertheless, overfitting can only be overcome by reducing the degrees of freedom for a model relative to the number of data points. In contrast, underfitting occurs when a model is not complex enough to capture the relationship between the neuroimaging and phenotypic data, generally resulting in poor model performance in both training and test data.

Second, as enthusiasm about “big data” (Poldrack and Gorgolewski, 2014) and data-driven analysis approaches has grown, sample sizes have increased while effect sizes have decreased. The use of large datasets has increased the power to detect associations between weak, widely distributed neural circuits and phenotypes, which should be expected to have small effect size estimates (Cremers et al., 2017). Large datasets also decrease the likelihood of overfitting. As larger samples are more representative of the general population, models from these samples are more likely to pick up on generalizable—rather than idiosyncratic—features, leading to decreased inflation of, and variance in, effect size estimates (Cremers et al., 2017; Whelan and Garavan, 2014; Yarkoni and Westfall, 2017). Rule #6 further describes issues related to sample size and other characteristics for predictive models.

Despite critical differences between explanatory and predictive models, analysis results are often evaluated using the same metrics, making it easy to forget that they cannot be directly compared. For example, explained variance, often measured with coefficient of determination, is a common way to summarize results for both explanatory analyses and predictive models. In explanatory analyses, the coefficient of determination reflects the fit of a regression line to the dependent variable, while in predictive analyses, the coefficient of determination reflects how each observed value differs from its predicted value. As noted above, one would expect less variance to be explained by predictive models than by explanatory models, and this must be considered when using previous results to benchmark the performance of a predictive model. Rule #5 provides further discussion on evaluating model performance.

In sum, models that fit sample idiosyncrasies or that are built in small, homogeneous datasets often demonstrate excellent explained variance and yield large effects, but in many cases fail to generalize (Woo et al., 2017). Prediction, by minimizing overfitting and discovering distributed effects from larger samples, leads to more generalizable models (see Rules #8 and #9 for reasons models might not generalize), and the robustness of predictive modeling to the specific features of a dataset

![Fig. 1. General workflow for a predictive modeling study using neuroimaging data. Each box illustrates a different step in a typical study, along with relevant considerations. Pertinent rules discussed in the text are highlighted in each box as appropriate.](image-url)
allows researchers to reveal fundamental brain-behavior associations (see Rule #10 for an overview of model interpretability).

3.2. Rule #2: keep training and testing data independent

As introduced in Rule #1, predictive models are unique in that they are built to predict phenotypic data from previously unseen individuals—that is, data from new individuals, new time points, or both (Gabrieli et al., 2015; Shmueli, 2010; Yarkoni and Westfall, 2017). Because testing a model on new data is necessary for evaluating its generalizability, a critical rule of prediction is that previously unseen data must remain previously unseen. In other words, training and testing data—the observations used to define and evaluate a model—must be independent.

Several analysis choices during training and testing data separation can inadvertently compromise their independence. Consider, for example, the “curse of dimensionality” in human neuroimaging: features (e.g., voxels, functional connections) usually outnumber samples (e.g., participants, trials), increasing the risk of overfitting (see Rule #1) and complicating model interpretation (Mwangi et al., 2014; Varoquaux et al., 2017). The common and related practices of dimensionality reduction and feature selection seek to address this problem by reducing the number of potential features and identifying those most closely related to an outcome of interest (though in the extreme, these practices can also compromise model fit), but also introduce an opportunity for “peeking”—that is, failing to maintain independence of training and test data. As a concrete example, imagine a research group using functional connectivity data to predict clinical symptoms. Using data from all 100 participants, they perform independent component analysis (ICA) to identify functional networks and normalize the symptom severity scores. Using K-fold cross-validation (see Rule #3), they then train a model using connectivity measures from 80 individuals, and apply it to predict symptoms in the left-out 20. In this case, the training and testing data are not independent, because data from the left-out 20 influenced the ICA results and the symptom score normalization. In the context of this example, though potentially a computational burden to re-estimate all components, the feature selection and normalization steps should instead be performed inside the cross-validation loop (keeping the left-out 20 separate in each step). To identify similar methodological pitfalls, one can ask: had test data never been collected at all, would the model differ in any way? If the answer is yes, the test data have likely “contaminated” the model.

In the next two rules, we discuss strategies for avoiding such “peeking” at test data when building predictive models. These approaches fall into two overarching categories: internal validation (i.e., cross-validation; see Rule #3) and external validation (see Rule #4). Later, in Rule #7, we describe the importance of using nested cross-validation when tuning hyperparameters (i.e. free parameters for an algorithm) or trying multiple predictive modeling methods.

3.3. Rule #3: use internal validation (i.e., cross-validation) as a practical solution for validating predictive models

Internal validation, also known as cross-validation, refers to validation strategies that divide a single dataset into independent samples: training data used to build models and testing data held aside for testing a model’s generalizability. Although testing a model in a separate, external dataset offers the strongest evidence of model generalization (see Rule #4), having an external dataset is often not practical. In most cases, cross-validation is a more feasible alternative. Nevertheless, care has to be taken when choosing an internal validation strategy.

Given the need for independent training and testing data (see Rule #2), several approaches exist to divide the original dataset into independent samples. Common methods include K-fold, leave-one-out, and split-half cross-validation. In K-fold cross-validation, the original dataset is randomly divided into K equally sized, non-overlapping subsets. Next, K–1 subsets are assigned as training data, with the remaining subset reserved as testing data. The assignment of subsets as training and testing data is then repeated K times, with each of the K subsets used exactly once as the testing data. Prediction performance from each combination of training and testing data can then be averaged to produce a single estimate of prediction performance. Both leave-one-out (K = number of individuals) and split-half (K = 2) cross-validation can be viewed as special cases of K-fold cross-validation. A further distinction between the special case of leave-one-out cross-validation and the more general K-fold cross-validation is that leave-one-out cross-validation is exhaustive, while K-fold cross-validation is generally non-exhaustive. Exhaustive cross-validation strategies use every combination of training and testing data, whereas non-exhaustive strategies use only a limited combination of training and testing data. Though exhaustive strategies are feasible for leave-one-out cross-validation, as K becomes smaller, they can become computationally infeasible and, accordingly, are not generally used.

While K-fold cross-validation is the default cross-validation strategy in most cases, the choice of K affects prediction performance and must be performed with care. Increasing K will generally decrease bias—the difference between the predicted value and the true value—as more observations will be used for training. However, increasing K will increase variance—the sensitivity of the model to changes caused by different training data—as the predictive model has less data for training in each sample selection. In other words, one wants to have sufficiently large amount of training data to minimize bias (e.g. a large K), while retaining enough testing data to minimize variance (e.g. a low K). Due to this bias-variance tradeoff, the choice of K is dependent on the amount of available data. If the dataset is small, leave-one-out cross-validation (the largest possible choice of K) is generally used as more data are available for model training. However, leave-one-out cross-validation and small sample sizes can still lead to overfitting (Varoquaux et al., 2017). With larger sample sizes (n > 200), 5- or 10-fold cross-validation represents a good compromise between model bias and variance (Breiman and Spector, 1992; Kohavi, 1995; Pereira et al., 2009). An emerging standard seems to be to perform many iterations of 5-fold cross-validation (Varoquaux et al., 2017). Fig. 2 illustrates this bias-variance trade-off for several methods of validation. In summary, for most cases, the choice of K will scale inversely with sample size such that lower K values should be used with larger sample sizes.

3.4. Rule #4: share data, code, and models to facilitate external validation and open science

While cross-validation offers a practical way of validating a predictive model (see Rule #3), the best practice to maximize model generalizability is to use an independently collected, or external, dataset as testing data. This type of validation is called external validation. Using this approach, researchers can train a model—possibly preregistering it in a publication or other outlet—before collecting or downloading testing data, and/or share the model with other groups for independent validation. In such a situation it is impossible for the test data to affect the predictive model. More importantly, validating models in different datasets helps to ensure that the model is not fitting features that are dataset specific by making the testing data more heterogeneous and more representative of the general population (Woo et al., 2017).

While the need to collect two or more independent datasets has historically limited the use of external validation, the increasing availability of high-throughput neuroimaging samples and the emerging norm of data- and model-sharing in psychology and neuroscience are making external validation a routine option (Badok and Yeo, 2017; Milham, 2012; Nichols et al., 2017; Poldrack et al., 2013; Rosenberg et al., 2018). Best practices in open science suggest that, when sharing data, the code and, ideally, the trained and validated model itself should be shared as well.

Although the topic of sharing neuroimaging data and software has received much attention in recent years (Mennes et al., 2013; Nichols...
Sharing the exact data and software used in the experiment, as noted by Fonlupt et al., 2017; Woo et al., 2017), the sharing of predictive models is not straightforward. When sharing a model, two general approaches exist. The first approach is to share all aspects of a predictive model. On top of sharing the exact data and software used in the experiment, specific aspects of the predictive modeling pipeline should be included, including, but not limited to, input features (i.e. connectivity and phenotypic data), predictive modeling methods, tested hyperparameter(s), and validation methods. This ensures that others can easily regenerate the model and test the modeling pipeline on their own data and against other predictive modeling methods.

However, in the case where the training methods are highly computationally intensive or sharing the data/software is not possible, the second approach is to share just the trained model—that is, the features used for prediction and how to combine them. When sharing trained models (as with sharing any other data), it is necessary to use standardized file and data formats. For example, scikit-learn and TensorFlow are popular machine learning toolkits for the programming language Python, which allows sharing of a trained model in the form of a NumPy file, a standard file type in Python. Other platforms provide similarly standardized formats such as “.mat” files in MATLAB, or “.json” files in JavaScript. Additionally, toolboxes exist to read these standards into other platforms and convert between different standards.

One drawback of sharing only a model is that the model is tied to the different processing choices made when it was generated. For example, the shared model may only work for the specific parcellation (or atlas) that was used for creating the connectivity matrices. If a different parcellation was used, then a new model would have to be generated. As such, carefully documenting and sharing all aspects of the modeling pipeline, when possible, is more useful than just sharing the model, as is the case where the training methods are highly computationally intensive or sharing the data/software is not possible.

Additionally, split-half cross-validation exhibited the smallest variance in performance. These data demonstrate the bias-variance tradeoff of different cross-validation strategies. See Supplemental Methods for further methodological details.

![Fig. 2. Comparison of standardized MSE for different cross-validation methods for either A) variable training data size or B) constant training data size. A) Using 200 iterations of random sampling of 500 individuals from the Human Connectome (HCP) dataset, connectome-based predictive modeling (CPM) was applied to predict a measure of fluid intelligence (PMAT) with 4 different cross-validation strategies: split-half, 5-fold, 10-fold, and leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation. For each strategy, the size of the training data was variable (i.e. the total sample was held constant) with split-half cross-validation using the least individuals for training (N = 250) and leave-one-out using the most individuals for training (N = 499). All cross-validation strategies give similar prediction performance with leave-out-one cross-validation performing the best due to the greater amount of training data. B) In contrast, when using 200 iterations of random sampling of individuals from the HCP dataset but keeping the number of individuals in training data constant (N = 180) (i.e. the total sample for each strategy was variable), leave-out-one cross-validation exhibited the largest variance in performance. Additionally, split-half cross-validation exhibited the smallest variance in performance. These data demonstrate the bias-variance tradeoff of different cross-validation strategies. See Supplemental Methods for further methodological details.](image)

et al., 2017; Woo et al., 2017), the sharing of predictive models is not widely practiced. When sharing a model, two general approaches exist. The first approach is to share all aspects of a predictive model. On top of sharing the exact data and software used in the experiment, specific aspects of the predictive modeling pipeline should be included, including, but not limited to, input features (i.e. connectivity and phenotypic data), predictive modeling methods, tested hyperparameter(s), and validation methods. This ensures that others can easily regenerate the model and test the modeling pipeline on their own data and against other predictive modeling methods.

However, in the case where the training methods are highly computationally intensive or sharing the data/software is not possible, the second approach is to share just the trained model—that is, the features used for prediction and how to combine them. When sharing trained models (as with sharing any other data), it is necessary to use standardized file and data formats. For example, scikit-learn and TensorFlow are popular machine learning toolkits for the programming language Python, which allows sharing of a trained model in the form of a NumPy file, a standard file type in Python. Other platforms provide similarly standardized formats such as “.mat” files in MATLAB, or “.json” files in JavaScript. Additionally, toolboxes exist to read these standards into other platforms and convert between different standards.

One drawback of sharing only a model is that the model is tied to the different processing choices made when it was generated. For example, the shared model may only work for the specific parcellation (or atlas) that was used for creating the connectivity matrices. If a different parcellation was used, then a new model would have to be generated. As such, carefully documenting and sharing all aspects of the modeling pipeline, when possible, is more useful than just sharing the model, as is the case where the training methods are highly computationally intensive or sharing the data/software is not possible.

Additionally, split-half cross-validation exhibited the smallest variance in performance. These data demonstrate the bias-variance tradeoff of different cross-validation strategies. See Supplemental Methods for further methodological details.

4. Measuring model performance

After a model is trained and applied to test data, its performance must be quantified and tested for significance. In this section, we present the most common methods to quantify model performance while accounting for different questions of interest, multiple comparisons, and sample characteristics.

4.1. Rule #5: consider the question of interest when choosing a performance metric and properly assess statistical significance

Model performance generally involves measuring the differences between observed (actual) and predicted (model generated) values and may be measured in several ways. As such, the metric of choice should be defined prior to the analysis to avoid multiple comparisons and will depend on the question of interest.

Measures of model performance can be unstandardized or standardized. Unstandardized measures provide a direct comparison between the predicted and observed outcomes and are presented in the units of the phenotypic measure. These measures are best for instances where the units and the spread of the phenotypic measure are well-known. For example, when predicting the due date of an expecting mother, unstandardized measures are readily interpretable. Time between predicted and actual date of delivery has intrinsic meaning and, given a known normative length of pregnancy, establishing acceptable levels of performance is straightforward. However, as the goal of predictive modeling with neuroimaging data is to discover brain-behavior associations, it is often of interest to use a model designed for one phenotypic measure to predict another measure to further test for specificity of the original brain-behavior association (Rosenberg et al., 2016a; Woo et al., 2017). If the units and scales between the different measures are not comparable, standardized measures—which remove units—may help to improve interpretability and comparisons of performance. Generally, there is a one-to-one mapping between unstandardized and standardized measures, which makes reporting both often trivial but recommended.

4.2. Rule #5A: evaluating continuous predictions

Continuous predictions are typically assessed by the squared or absolute difference between the predicted and observed values. Common unstandardized measures include mean squared error (MSE; $MSE(\text{observed}, \text{predicted}) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\text{observed}_i - \text{predicted}_i)^2$), root mean squared error (RMSE; $RMSE(\text{observed}, \text{predicted}) = \sqrt{MSE(\text{observed}, \text{predicted})}$), and mean absolute error (MAE; $MAE(\text{observed}, \text{predicted}) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |\text{observed}_i - \text{predicted}_i|$). These measures capture the overall magnitude of prediction error and are widely used in the field of predictive modeling.
predicted), and mean absolute error (MAE; $\text{MAE}(\text{observed}, \text{predicted}) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |\text{observed}_i - \text{predicted}_i|$) These measures can be normalized by the dispersion of the observed and/or predicted values to provide standardized measures. For example, MSE can be normalized by $\text{MSE}(\text{observed}, \mu)$ where $\mu$ is the mean of the observed variable, $\text{MSE}(\text{observed}, 0)$, or $\text{MSE}(\text{observed}, 0) \times \text{MSE}(\text{predicted}, 0)$. MAE is often normalized by $\max(\text{predicted}) - \min(\text{predicted})$. Whereas MSE represents the average squared difference between observed and predicted values, normalized MSE (NMSE; $\text{NMSE}(\text{observed}, \text{predicted}) = \frac{\text{MSE}(\text{observed}, \mu)}{\text{MSE}(\text{predicted}, \mu)}$) represents the proportional improvement of the model over simply predicting the mean. Finally, normalizing the phenotypic measures (i.e. $\text{observed}_i = \frac{\text{observed}_i - \mu}{\sigma}$ where $\mu$ and $\sigma^2$ are the mean and variance of the phenotypic measures) will also produce standardized measures. However, if cross-validation is used, this normalization needs to be repeated in each fold with $\mu$ and $\sigma^2$ being estimated from the training data for that fold.

Many of these measures have analogous definitions based on regression models between the observed and predicted values. As mentioned in Rule #1, these definitions are not the same and are not readily comparable. For example, the $R^2$ from linear regression is $R^2 = 1 - \frac{\text{MSE}(\text{predicted})}{\text{MSE}(\text{observed})}$, where $\hat{y}$ is the fitted value of $\text{predicted}$ from linear regression. This definition of $R^2$ is the equivalent to the squared correlation between the predicted and observed values and reflects the error between the predicted values and its fit to the regression line, not the error between the predicted and observed values (Alexander et al., 2015; Dubois et al., 2018a). In contrast, prediction $R^2$ (also call cross-validation $R^2$ or $q^2$) is defined as prediction $R^2 = 1 - \frac{\text{MSE}(\text{predicted})}{\text{MSE}(\text{observed})} = 1 - \text{NMSE}$. Note that, unlike $R^2$ for linear regression, prediction $R^2$ can be negative. In this case, the predictive model performs worse than simply guessing the mean of the phenotypic measure. Fig. 3 highlights the differences between the two versions of $R^2$. For assessing numerical accuracy, measures should be calculated directly from the predicted and observed values (e.g. prediction $R^2$), rather than from regression (e.g. correlation).

Nevertheless, as relative rankings, in addition to high numerical accuracy, are meaningful in establishing brain-behavior associations, correlation between predicted and observed values remains a valuable metric for evaluating prediction performance (as do other linear regression approaches). For the case of perfect correspondence between predicted and observed values, linear regression will fit a line with an intercept of 0 and a slope of 1. An intercept other than 0 indicates that the model adds a constant to every predicted value. A slope other than 1 indicates that the model will over/under predict values at the tails of the phenotypic measure. When reporting correlation between predicted and observed measures, it is recommended to report another metric that directly compares the predicted and observed values, such as prediction $R^2$ (Alexander et al., 2015).

4.3. Rule #5B: evaluating categorical predictions

Evaluating categorical performance involves different considerations. Categorical predictions are evaluated based on the amount of correct and incorrect predictions, typically given as a proportion. The most common measure is overall accuracy, or the proportion of correct classifications across observations (Baldi et al., 2006; Yarkoni and Westfall, 2017). However, because overall accuracy may not translate to accuracy for individual classes (e.g., cases and controls), accuracy for each class is often reported separately. Class-specific accuracy can be measured with sensitivity and specificity, two of several measures that broadly reflect rates of true positives, false positives, true negatives, or false negatives (Baldi et al., 2000). Sensitivity reflects the true positive rate ($\frac{\text{true positives}}{\text{true positives} + \text{false negatives}}$), also called recall), or percent of correctly identified cases. Specificity reflects the true negative rate ($\frac{\text{true negatives}}{\text{true negative} + \text{false positives}}$), or percent of correctly identified controls. Although in principle, the ‘best’ model would result in high detection of true effects and rejection of false effects, one measure may in practice be prioritized over the others. A model with a high sensitivity but low specificity may be acceptable for preliminary screening prior to additional testing. Conversely, a model with a low sensitivity but high specificity may be more appropriate for assigning individuals to a high-risk intervention.

The relationship between sensitivity and specificity of a given classification model is characterized using a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (Bradley, 1997), in which the true positive rate (sensitivity) is plotted on the y axis and the false positive rate (1-specificity) is plotted on the x axis across a range of decision thresholds (i.e., classification boundaries). In this context, overall model performance may be quantified as the area under the curve (AUC), or the portion of the area of the unit space falling below the ROC curve (Fawcett, 2006). The resultant scalar value will range between 0 and 1, with 0.5 indicating performance at the level of random chance and higher values indicating better model performance (Fawcett, 2006) (for details on calculating AUC, see (Fawcett, 2006)). Based on the ROC curve, it is also possible to determine an optimal ‘cut point’ or the point at which the greatest number of individuals are correctly characterized (Unal, 2017). However, note that multiple methods of determining the cut point exist (e.g., Youden index (J) method, concordance probability method) (Unal, 2017) and that the...
criteria for determining these should be determined a priori using independent or simulated data to avoid over-fitting.

Important considerations in evaluating overall accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity arise when group sizes are unequal. First, chance model performance for individual classes may be more or less than 50% if groups have unequal sample sizes. For example, a model that performs at chance in a sample of 70 cases and 30 controls, randomly guessing that 70% of individuals are cases based on base rates, will be 70% accurate for cases (i.e., 70% sensitive) but 50% correct overall. Furthermore, a model that predicts that everyone in this sample is a patient will be 100% correct for patients, but 0% correct for controls and 70% correct overall. Thus, especially when group sizes are unequal, it is beneficial to report complementary measures of accuracy that depend on case prevalence, such as positive predictive value (true positive/(true positives + false positives)); also called precision), negative predictive value (true negative/(true negatives + false negatives), or the F-score (2 x precision x recall)/(precision + recall), also called F1 score). For additional considerations related to unequal sample sizes, see Rule #6.

4.4. Rule #5C: assessing significance

For both continuous and categorical performance measure, statistical significance is best evaluated using permutation testing when using cross-validation. Results from each fold of the cross-validation are not independent and the degrees of freedom for parametric statistics will be over-estimated. Permutation testing involves repeatedly shuffling labels on the data points (i.e. randomly assigning one individual's phenotypic measures to another individual's imaging data), re-running the predictive modeling algorithm on the randomly shuffled data, calculating prediction performance of the model based on the shuffled data, and creating a null distribution of the prediction performance measure. From this null distribution, a one-sided p-value is calculated as the proportion of permutations where prediction performance is either 1) greater than or equal to the prediction performance of the original, un-shuffled data if a lower metric indicates better performance or 2) less than or equal to the prediction performance of the original, un-shuffled data if a higher metric indicates better performance. When using external validation with an independent dataset, p-values based on parametric statistics, such as chi-square or correlation, remain valid.

4.5. Rule #6: Be mindful of sample characteristics

Predictive models are only as good as the data that is used to train and validate them. As such, it is important to be mindful of how sample characteristics can influence the final model. Common sample characteristics include sample size, the distribution of the phenotypic measures, and unequal group sizes (e.g. when patients are rare relative to controls).

Increasing the sample size for training and testing will help to create more generalizable models and less variable prediction results (Cui and Gong, 2018; Schnack and Kahn, 2016; Varoquaux et al., 2017). Nevertheless, different objectives and modeling approaches invariably require different sample sizes for satisfactory performance. While models that generalize to external datasets can be generated with relatively few individuals (e.g. N = 25 for (Rosenberg et al., 2016a; Rosenberg et al., 2016b)), most questions and methods will require datasets of over 100 individuals. Fig. 4 shows how performance changes as a function of sample size for an example situation.

Continuous phenotypic measures can have very different distributions, which can affect results in unanticipated ways. As such, understanding how a phenotype varies across the sample is an important step. Many predictive algorithms assume that variables follow a specific distribution, e.g. a normal distribution. Therefore, before training a model, the distribution of each predicted phenotype should be evaluated and, if necessary, transformed to follow the expected distribution. For example, the Fisher transform is often used in functional connectivity analyses to convert correlation coefficients to an approximately normal distribution. In addition to accounting for the distribution, a sufficient range of measurements for a given phenotypic measure is needed to model individual differences. In specific cases—such as a phenotypic measure wherein healthy individuals perform at a maximum level—values might again need to be transformed to provide a meaningful range to permit individual variation and, therefore, prediction. An ideal model would be constructed from an even distribution of scores across the entire range of a phenotype.

Datasets with unbalanced groups are common and present problems when performing cross-validation and assessing prediction performance. For example, consider a study of 100 patients with 70 randomized to a placebo and 30 to a drug group. The larger placebo group could bias the classifier towards predicting placebo over drug. This classification bias would not be readily detected in the testing data because subsampling this data would also result in unequal numbers of each group. One
strategy for overcoming this classification bias is to ‘down-weight’ or penalize classifications for the larger group (in this case, the placebo group) (Thai-Nghe et al., 2010). Another strategy to overcome this is to balance the training and testing data to have equal group memberships (Barron et al., 2018). This can be done by randomly sampling equal numbers of drug and placebo groups to form the training data (under-sampling the majority class and/or oversampling the minority class using duplicate or synthetic observations). In addition, selecting equal numbers of drug and placebo groups in the testing data can avoid this problem. Because the dataset as a whole is unbalanced, this would necessarily leave some individuals from the larger placebo group unused in the classification analysis; here, iterating and randomly selecting balanced groups can make better use of the entire dataset. This example also illustrates a common pitfall known as the Accuracy Paradox. Suppose a predictive model performs at 66% accuracy by correctly identifying 20 out of 30 individuals in the testing data. In this unbalanced scenario, this accuracy would increase to 70% simply by identifying every individual in the testing data as placebo. As discussed in Rule #5, reporting other measures that better handle unbalanced groups (e.g., the F Score) in addition to total accuracy is often useful. Even if classes are balanced, comparing different models (i.e. by using different classification algorithms) with reference to accuracy alone can present a comparable problem because improvements to the model are not necessarily reflected by increased accuracy.

4.6. Rules #7: apply nested cross-validation or multiple comparisons correction when testing multiple models and parameters

Even if models are validated using the previously discussed approaches (see Rules #3 and #4), further measures must be taken when testing multiple models to ensure that a model does not perform well simply by chance. In a given study a large number of models and hyperparameters (e.g., regularization parameters that adjust model sparsity/complexity by controlling feature selection and weighting; see Rule #2), may be considered and correction for these multiple tests must be taken into account. For example, in an exploratory study, a researcher may want to test two different predictive modeling strategies for predicting variable “X” in a dataset. Each strategy may require two hyperparameters, and they may decide to test 20 values for each. They may then wish to test two different preprocessing approaches. Finally, they might explore whether the imaging data can also predict variables “Y” and “Z”. In sum, this researcher will have conducted 480 tests (2 strategies x 2 hyperparameters per strategy x 20 hyperparameter values x 2 preprocessing approaches x 3 outcome variables). Although many of these tests are not independent, it becomes increasingly likely that one model may appear to make accurate predictions by chance.

Thoughtful dimensionality reduction (see Rule #2) can mitigate this problem by decreasing the number of tests performed. For example, rather than testing the capacity of a given model to predict many individual variables, one can derive a single summary variable (e.g., via factor analysis), which may have the added benefit of improving the measurement quality of the predicted variable (Dubois et al., 2018b).

If an experiment includes multiple hyperparameters or models, it is prudent to perform nested cross-validation to ultimately validate only a single model (Varoquaux et al., 2017). In nested cross-validation, the original data is randomly divided into three subsets: training, validation, and testing data. First, all models are trained with training data and cross-validated with validation data, as described in Rule #3. Data for training and validation are often repeatedly reassigned, and the best-performing model on average is selected for final testing. These two steps are referred to as the inner loop. Finally, the model selected from the inner loop is validated in the outer loop with the testing data. It is important to keep data used in the inner and outer loops independent (see Rule #2). Individuals may be reassigned to subsets repeatedly to assess the robustness of model selection and performance. However, reassignment may introduce dependence between tests.

Standard corrections for multiple comparisons may be used instead of, or in addition to, nested cross-validation. Common methods include Bonferroni correction and False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction. Bonferroni correction limits the rate of at least one false positive in a family of tests (Westfall et al., 1993) and is often considered overly conservative. FDR correction, on the other hand, balances the expected proportion of false positives given a total number of positives.

More generally, best practices appropriate to the stage of the discovery (i.e., confirmatory or exploratory) alleviate many multiple testing concerns (Wagenmakers et al., 2012). A confirmatory design involving a prior restriction of the number of models tested reduces the probability of obtaining a false positive test by chance. That said, exploratory analyses are acceptable when many models are potentially of interest. Nevertheless, exploratory approaches must be accompanied by clear documentation of the exploratory nature of the analyses and cautious interpretations (e.g., hypothesis-generating rather than hypothesis-confirming language) to avoid “p-hacking” (Yarkoni and Westfall, 2017).

5. Accounting for confounds and interpreting results

In the final section, we will discuss important factors affecting model performance including confounds and nuisance variables, biologically-meaningful variables, and model interpretability.

5.1. Rule #8: check to see if you are predicting what you think you are predicting

Navigating confounds and nuisance variables in predictive modeling—although sometimes overlooked or downplayed—is crucial to ensuring that a predictive model captures meaningful individual differences in neural circuitry (Rao et al., 2017; Siegel et al., 2017). A confound is an extraneous variable that affects the neuroimaging and/or phenotypic data and systemically differs across individuals in the sample or overall population (Rao et al., 2017). As discussed in Rule #6, even if confounds do not exist in the sample as a whole, they may exist in particular folds of cross-validation. In contrast, nuisance variables are extraneous variable that have an association with the neuroimaging and/or phenotypic data, but have no pertinent neurobiological meaning to the study question. Unlike confounds, nuisance variables tend to increase the variability within the data, instead of systematically differing between subsets of the data (Sanderman et al., 2006). To check for these effects, researchers should correlate known or suspected confounds and nuisance variables with the neuroimaging data, the phenotypic measure, and the predicted values in the training and testing data.

The first step to minimizing the effects of confounds and nuisance variables is at the data collection and preprocessing stage. Random sampling and best practices in data collection can reduce the likelihood of collecting data with confounds (Sanderman et al., 2006). Additionally, state-of-the-art preprocessing strategies can remove many confound and nuisance variables that cannot be accounted for in data collection, such as physiological and head motion artifacts (Murphy et al., 2013; Power et al., 2012; Siegel et al., 2017; Tagliazucchi and Laufs, 2014). However, these effects very frequently persist and need to be accounted for when generating predictive models.

When generating predictive models, suspected confounds and nuisance variables can be accounted for in a number of ways. One strategy is to exclude individuals with outlying values (e.g. large head motion, or individuals on medication). However, this approach can bias the sample reducing the generalizability of the model, and runs the risk of misestimating the effect of interest (Rao et al., 2017). Alternatively, partial correlation methods that regress confounds and nuisance variables out of the input data can be used to select features (Hsu et al., 2018). Also, the final model may include additional terms to capture any prediction variance attributed to confounding or nuisance variables effects. As stated in Rule #2, any regression of, or covarying for,
confounding or nuisance variables needs to be performed independently for the testing and training data if cross-validation is being used. Otherwise, controlling for confounding or nuisance variables across the entire dataset will compromise the independence of the testing and training data and is a common error when trying to remove the effects of confounding or nuisance variables. As noted in (Linn et al., 2016), the regression approach may not be robust when considering multiple variables jointly. In these cases, methods that differentially weight individual data points based on propensity scores—the probability of a data point being assigned to a particular group given a set of confounding or nuisance variables—may offer more robust control of external factors. Approaches like this are being developed to be used for use in neuroimaging (Linn et al., 2016). In general, trying different ways to account for confounds and nuisance variables is best explored using a nested cross-validation approach or left as an exploratory analysis to avoid problems with multiple comparisons (see Rule #7).

Finally, as open-science has made large, multi-site datasets more broadly available (see Rule #4), site effects in predictive models represent a common confound (Dansereau et al., 2017; Orban et al., 2019). Harmonizing data acquisition for both neuroimaging and phenotypic data in a multi-site study can minimize, but may not fully eliminate, site effects (Abraham et al., 2017; Noble et al., 2017). Other site differences can include systematic missing data or different proportions of patients versus controls. For example, some sites may not collect or release certain information for logistical reasons (e.g., lack of facilities/resources or human subject concerns). In all of these cases, several approaches exist to address site effects, such as including site as a fixed or random effect in a model (Dansereau et al., 2017) and using performance metrics that take into account the unbalanced nature of the sample (see Rule #6). Perhaps the simplest and most powerful procedure is to use cross-validation approaches where all the data from one or more sites are left out for later use as testing data.

Overall, care to control for confounds and nuisance variables improves the generalizability of predictive models (Orban et al., 2018). Yet, as discussed next in Rule #9, nuisance variables may be of neurobiological interest in some contexts and can be a topic for further investigation.

5.2. Rule #9: do not expect one model to fit all traits, states, or populations

As mentioned in Rule #8, what might be considered a nuisance variable in one study may in fact be a phenotype of interest in another study. For example, sex and age differences have been reported in functional connectivity (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007; Biswal et al., 2010; Dosenbach et al., 2010; Geerligs et al., 2014; Greene et al., 2018; Kilpatrick et al., 2006; Satterthwaite et al., 2015; Scheinost et al., 2015; Tomasi and Volkow, 2012). The underlying predictive features may be different for different populations as defined by these factors, thus yielding different models. That is, sex or age differences may require different models to predict the same phenotypic measure, reflecting group differences in underlying neural circuits. Such disparities between models do not invalidate any model. Rather, as the goal of predictive modeling is to establish brain-behavior associations, they highlight opportunities for better resolving these associations by carefully considering variables that could influence the model. For instance, if model differences across development are observed, further work could involve grouping participants based on age and evaluating when models succeed and fail, in order to illuminate developmental changes influencing the link between the brain and phenotypic measures (Rosenberg et al., 2018).

Possible model differences due to cultural/ethnic factors also must be taken into account. In the context of pain-imaging research, for example, culture, ethnicity, and various psychological factors contribute to individual variability in the experience of pain (Borsook and Kalso, 2013; Bushnell et al., 2013; Davis et al., 2017), and such factors can present a challenge when attempting to predict a measure of interest. Hence, it is important that researchers consider these variables.

In addition, the influence of brain state is emerging as a critical consideration when generating predictive models. In this sense, state can refer to brain differences in short-time-scale fluctuations (dynamics of fMRI), associated with executing different tasks (such as a cognitive task versus rest), or in physiological state (such as sleep or due to a drug). It has been shown previously that by having individuals complete tasks in the scanner, participant-specific connectivity features are more readily observable (Finn et al., 2017; Vanderwal et al., 2017) and lead to better model performance when predicting fluid intelligence (Greene et al., 2018) and measures of attention (Rosenberg et al., 2016a). In effect, tasks can serve as a means to enhance differences in connectivity between individuals above and beyond those detected at rest (Finn et al., 2017; Vanderwal et al., 2017): hence, using tasks to evoke specific brain states might allow higher predictive capacity of the phenotypic measure of interest (Greene et al., 2018; Rosenberg et al., 2016a). This might be especially relevant when generating models for patients with a psychiatric disease (Finn et al., 2017): a task could be used to probe specific circuits underlying a given phenotypic measure that might go undetected at rest, facilitating the generation of effective predictive models—similar to how a cardiac stress test might uncover abnormal heart rhythms that are otherwise unnoticed when a patient is not exercising (Finn et al., 2017). Thus, by carefully considering brain states, as well as other differences of interest, researchers have the potential to better understand the association between the brain and phenotypic measures.

5.3. Rule #10: remember: interpretability matters

One final challenge in predictive modeling is ‘model interpretability’. One of the ultimate goals in generating predictive models from neuroimaging data is to identify the underlying associations between the brain and phenotypic measures. Although predictive models with larger and more complex features may capture more subtle brain-behavior associations and yield better performance, they can be more difficult to map onto the brain (i.e., harder to interpret). In contrast, models that are more easily described—even if their performance is worse—may ultimately be more useful for understanding brain-behavior associations. Therefore, model complexity and interpretability needs to be taken into consideration.

Models that are easier to interpret have two main advantages over more complex models. First, these models may offer more neurobiological insights. Models that provide a one-to-one mapping back to the imaging data allow for easier visualization and investigation of the underlying brain features that contribute to the model (Shen et al., 2017). Second, models that are easier to understand are also easier to modify, improve, or fix. For example, models derived by techniques such as deep learning are very difficult to interpret and relate back to tangible features in the brain (LeCun et al., 2015). Likewise, these techniques require significant expertise to improve in a principled manner (LeCun et al., 2015).

As in most cases, the final trade-off between model complexity and interpretability depends on the scientific application. A clinical treatment, such as transcranial magnetic stimulation (Fox et al., 2012), requires interpretable models to define the target; whereas other applications, such as brain-computer interfaces (Ruiz et al., 2014; Weiskopf et al., 2004), may pursue the best prediction performance regardless of model interpretability and, in this case, treating the model as a black box is fine.

When using cross-validation, it is often difficult to interpret the underlying neurobiology associated with feature weights, as the selected features for a model may vary across different folds. Typically, one of two approaches is used. The first approach is to combine the features across every fold of cross-validation. For example, if linear methods are used, these features can be averaged across every fold. Similarly, features that only appear in every fold or a large majority of folds (e.g. 90% of the folds) can be retained for interpretation as in (Rosenberg et al., 2016a).
The second approach is to re-run the modeling algorithm on all the data after hyperparameters have been chosen through cross-validation. In this approach, the goal is not to assess model performance. Rather, the features are used only to make interpretations about the underlying neurobiological meaning of the model. When using all the data to create a final set of features, overfitting is likely, as this analysis is inherently explanatory, and hyperparameters may have already been trained. Hence, model performance should only be assessed using external, independent dataset as described in Rule #2.

Many studies that focus on interpretability recommend linear classifiers or regression approaches (Grosenick et al., 2013). These studies rely on interpreting the weights of the models; yet, linearity alone does not guarantee interpretability (Grosenick et al., 2013). For example, linear methods could yield unstable coefficients if the input variables are highly correlated (Hastie et al., 2001) (i.e. the variance is arbitrarily split between the two covariates that are correlated). In addition, most linear classifiers return a dense set of feature weights (Grosenick et al., 2013). In other words, every input variable is assigned a non-zero weight needed for prediction. Setting variables with low weights to zero using penalized approaches (i.e. LASSO) can help to create a sparser set of features and aid interpretability. Finally, a large linear weight on a feature does not equate to greater importance of that feature for prediction (Haufe et al., 2014).

To assess the interpretability of features from a complex model, there are methods that employ post-hoc analyses to vary aspects of the model and evaluate how these variations affect model performance (Baehrens et al., 2010; Hansen et al., 2011; Ribeiro et al., 2016). A simple approach to this would be to iterate through all features, removing a single feature at each iteration, in order to quantify the changes in prediction performance associated with each feature. Features that degrade performance the most upon removal would then be assigned greater importance in the model. Note that because these approaches are used to assess the importance of features in existing models, they are considered post hoc, and they are not subject to the multiple comparisons correction discussed in Rule #6.

6. Limitations

While the goal of this work is to promote the use and understanding of predictive models in neuroimaging, we would also suggest that traditional explanatory models are needed. For a discussion of the pros of explanatory models, we point the interested reader to a series of comments and replies (Friston, 2012, 2013; Lindquist et al., 2013; Reiss, 2015) on this topic.

Predictive models based on neuroimaging data will only ever account for a fraction of the variance. Neuroimaging studies are limited by how much information the signal can capture about the measure of interest. At the same time, these studies are also limited by the chosen phenotypic measure used. While the success of a model is evaluated by how well it predicts a phenotypic measure (and these phenotypic measures have to be treated as gold standards), it is well known that such measures are not always the ground truth but themselves suffer from confounds and noise. When studying brain-behavior associations, one must keep in mind how much information the signal can capture about the measure of interest. While the success of a model is evaluated by how well it predicts a phenotype, it is well known that such measures are not always the ground truth but themselves suffer from confounds and noise. When studying brain-behavior associations, one must keep in mind how much information the signal can capture about the measure of interest.

7. Conclusion

Predictive modeling can be an intimidating. Yet, such models provide a powerful means to establish the link between the brain and phenotypic measures, revealing novel associations that other methods cannot provide. As such, we hope these ten rules will assist neuroimaging researchers to interpret the growing literature and to adopt these approaches in their analysis toolboxes. Ultimately, such work will help advance our understanding of the brain.
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